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Dear Reader
We started writing this newsletter between our two January birthdays: yes, we are both Capricorns! It
was a big birthday for John this year, as well as our 42nd anniversary of being together, and the
opportunities and ideas are bubbling up just as they did when we got together, even though we are
working at a slightly slower pace than we did back then!
This year sees the publication of many books: some new ones like Untold Tarot and some reprints, like
Celtic Book of the Dead and Spirit of Nature Oracle, as well as a Kindle edition of Celtic Devotional, and
some edited collection, so it is a lot of preparation and proofing as the year begins.
Last year John was working with so many collaborators on books that his own work has become
neglected: some of these collaborations have been labours of love, like the Arthurian Armorial he has
been helping his old friend, Helmut Nickel, to bring to fruition at the end of a long life, while others have
been dedicated attempts to bring new research to the fore, like the book he is working on with Gareth
Knight. This year, John has resolved to put his own work first, you’ll be glad to hear, as it is definitely
time for him to consolidate and finish those books that have been endlessly put back, including his big
Arthurian novel, which he is now creeping up on via his Red Dragon Rising sequence! Praised by Philip
Pullman, Alan Lee, Brian & Wendy Froud, and Kevin Crossley-Holland, Sword of Ice and Fire is the first
in the series brings alive the stories John has lived with for much of his life. See Seasonal Shrine below.
One of the things that few realize about John is the unseen work he does, and has done, to help other
writers get into print, or to edit, encourage, and sometimes shore up those who have been dinted by the
writing process. This year, he is proud to have been of service to Janet Piedilato whose Mystical Dream
Tarot was picked up as the lead title at Eddison Books. It has with dazzling art (based on Janet’s
original dream paintings) by Tom Duxbury. Look out for this early next year.
Caitlín has been learning icon painting over the last few years; a very satisfying way of conveying the
sacred through the medium of egg tempera. The kinds of images we use to represent the spiritual beings
we encounter in our visions are vitally important: over the last 40 years, many devotional images of
Pagan divinities have tended to look as if they emerged from Conan the Barbarian or from titillating
magazines rather than from any temple, so to offer a different way forward, with Felicity Wombwell, she

is leading a course for people of any or no spiritual background to come and learn how to make their
own sacred images.
The spring seems close, but we know that, despite the first daffodils and the snow drops showing through
the earth, that we still have February to journey through. May this cleansing and refreshing time bring
you the courage and strength to fulfill your gifts!
Many blessings

Caitlín & John Matthews
BOOKS ON KINDLE

The following titles are available as ebooks:

Caitlín: Celtic Visions, Complete Lenormand Oracle Handbook, Sophia Goddess of Wisdom, This
Ancient Heart (ed. With Paul Davies). Diary of a Soul Doctor.
John: Barddas, The Celtic Shaman, Henry Hunter & the Beast of Snagov, Henry Hunter & the Cursed
Pirates, Shamanism Bible, The Sidhe, Sir Gawain – Knight of the Goddess, The Sword of Ice and Fire.
Caitlín & John: Element Encyclopedia of Magical Creatures, The Fourth Gwenevere, Walkers Between
Worlds, Arthurian Magic,
Mark Ryan & John: Hold Fast.

Dwina Murphy Gibb: Pandora’s Dilemma

INTRODUCING OUR GUEST SHAMANIC CO-TEACHERS in 2018

WIL KINGHAN is a shamanic teacher who leads workshops throughout Europe. He is the artist of The
Shaman’s Oracle, Steampunk Tarot; Gods of the Machine. As co-founders of Mythwood Films, he and
John write scripts for tv and film and adminster Mythwood Books.
FELICITY WOMBWELL is a creative arts therapist with a shamanic practice in Brighton. She is the author
of The Goddess Changes and co-founder of FíOS. Felicity has spearheaded many community art
projects.
Dr. ANGELA COTTER is a Jungian analyst who integrates constellations work, energy psychotherapy
and shamanic approaches into her practice. She has researched the wounded healer concept in health
care practice, evolved a way of working with dreams that have not reached resolution in both an
individual and group context.
MARGOT HARRISON is an experienced shamanic practitioner with a practice in Cheltenham.
CAIT BRANIGAN is a Bean Feasa (shamanic practitioner) and healer working within the traditions of
Ireland.

SHAMANIC COURSES OPEN TO ALL

FOUNDATION COURSE IN CELTIC & ANCESTRAL SHAMANISM:
LEVEL A TRAINING
This course begins the Level A training. If you want to see the shape of the curriculum, go to:
http://www.hallowquest.org.uk/resources/curriculumtraining.pdf
10-11 March and 8-9 Sept 2018 WALKERS BETWEEN THE WORLDS Foundation Course is Celtic &
Ancestral Shamanism led by John Matthews and Margot Harrison. This 28th two-part non-residential
course teaches students to journey, heal, quest and arbitrate along the ancient paths of wisdom, gathering
spirit allies. We ground in the ancient mysteries of our native shamanic tradition, gathering as a clan of
the sacred earth, working with one of the most experienced teachers in Britain.

10-11 March, we begin with Part One, THE TREE OF TRADITION: Walking Between Worlds,
concentrates on acquiring journey skills, learning the basics in a supportive and friendly environment.
8-9 September, we continue with Part Two, SACRED COMPANIONS Deepening Our Spiritual
Connection with Allies, which builds upon the relationship with our spirits, and helps balance our
journeying. We begin to explore the basic healing skills.

Held in North Moreton, Oxon. Take both weekends to qualify for Level B courses. Total fee £480.
(£240 for each weekend). Food is £50 per weekend extra, including a varied lunch, tea, cake and
biscuits. Send a deposit of £150 payable to John Matthews to Jane May, Briarwood, Long Wittenham,
Oxon OX14 4QW (01865 407680.) Held in North Moreton, Oxon.
NOTE: Both weekends must be attended in order to continue onto Level B training.

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL SHAMANIC PRACTITIONER TRAINING: LEVEL B
For those who’ve completed the Foundation Course.
Courses marked * are £20 cheaper to those who subscribe to FíOS
PLEASE NOTE: The intermediate level courses will not run again until 2019.
14-17 June 2018 THRESHOLDS OF POWER AND HEALING with Caitlín Matthews & Ann Carrick.
Held near Melbourne, Australia. This course teaches a full range of shamanic healing ways including
plant-spirit healing, extraction of intrusions, embodiment of personal allies and includes the shamanic
ceremony of The Mare Mother's Dream-Dance. This Level B course is an essential next component for
shamanic practitioner training. This course is open to those who took the Walkers Between Worlds
Foundation Course with Caitlín or John in past years. Anyone trained elsewhere who is interested, please
write and enquire to Linda. Held at a residential venue near Melbourne. For more details and prices,
contact Registration: Linda Henery, Tel: +61 407 829615, linda.henery@optusnet.com.au

* 28 June –1 July 2018
THE ART OF THE HEALING VOICE IN
CELTIC SHAMANISM

Led by Cáit Branigan and Caitlín Matthews.
At Hawkwood College, Stroud, Glos

The healing voice speaks directly to the soul, bypassing all barriers. In this course, we shall explore the
use of the voice in shamanic practice, using toning and keening to access our inner worlds, and exploring
the use of chant to heal and unblock our energetic bodies. Based upon the three musical strains or modes
of ancient Ireland. This course is also open to people who can journey fluently.
Cáit Branigan is an ordained Priestess Hierophant, a Bean Feasa (Shamanic Practitioner) and healer
working within the Irish tradition. She teaches groups and conducts ceremonies, teaching internationally.
She teaches regularly on the Walkers Between Worlds curriculum.
Price: Single £425, Shared £365, Non-res £305, Please send your non-returnable deposit of £90

payable to Hawkwood College, Painswick Old Rd., Stroud, Glos GL6 7QW (01453 759034) Enclose
an SAE for map & confirmation

ADVANCED LEVEL SHAMANIC PRACTITIONER TRAINING: LEVEL C
for those who’ve completed Intermediate Level B.
Note: The Advanced Level courses run over a three year cycle and are not all available every year. When
there are sufficient students to activate it, we open up Level D courses every five years or so, depending
on numbers. The nature of this training takes into account that people will fall out or need to stop for a
few years between courses. We don’t require that you take the full curriculum without a break, as we
know that life happens! This way you can work your way through the levels in order, in real time, rather
than in serial time.
1-4 November 2018
BLESSING ANCESTRAL HEARTHS:
Healing our Bloodlines,

with Caitlín & Dr. Angela Cotter.

We all belong to one circle of life and draw our existence from many ancestors – not only our human
ancestors but also from our animal, tree, and stone ancestors. At a time when many people in our
society feel isolated and alone, or disconnected from ancestral family or places, it is good to reconnect
with our forebears and heal our fractured bloodlines. Time and place no longer divide us as we sing
open the bridge that helps us meet our ancestors in the precious present moment. As we encounter our
ancestors and welcome them home, so we begin to feel less lonely or abandoned. When shamans see a
person with a problem of ancestral cause, they treat the whole family - those who are alive, those who
have died and also those who are not yet born. This course is dedicated to restoring dignity to the
ancestors and giving them a place in our lives. We will open up the ways between the worlds so that the
strengths of our ancestors can flow into our families, as well as bringing healing to ancestors who were
unable to hold the blessing. When we begin to deal with these issues and to reconnect with our ancestors,
our own feelings of abandonment begin to pass and we feel at ‘at home’ in our world. Over this
celebratory advanced shamanic weekend, we will welcome our ancestors and so gladden the whole circle
of life. We will also lead a ceremony of ancestral hospitality to honour all our ancestors and the wisdom

that we receive from them. We invite you to draw together as one kindred and find the love and
support that makes us strong.
Held at The Lacket, Lockeridge Dene, Wilts. This family home is located right next to the stones
that were taken to be used in the construction of Avebury in a magical village. FEE £360 + supplement
for any complex special diets of £20 beyond ordinary vegetarian catering. Accomodation is very limited,
as it sleeps only 10, so there will be have to be sharing, but there are local B & Bs in walking distance,
and these, we hope, will be available for the same all-in price (tbc.) Students will be expected to help
clean up after meals. Send a £150 non-returnable deposit payable to Caitlín Matthews to Jane May,
Briarwood, Long Wittenham, Oxon OX14 4QW (01865 407680) janedmay@btinternet.com

MAGICAL AND MYTHIC COURSES & OTHER EVENTS

These courses, events and signings are open to all who are on their spiritual path.
FiOS MASTERCLASSES offer an opportunity to deepen spiritual practice with a living exemplar of a
tradition. Courses marked * give £20 member’s discount.
10 February 2018 The House of the Grail with John Matthews, as a part of an open lecture sequence at
University of Canterbury

A number of medieval texts, beginning with the 12th century Perceval
or Le Conte del Graal by Chrétien de Troyes, describe a visit to a
castle, chapel or temple dedicated to the Holy Grail. It is evident that
simply to visit these places is to effect a profound change upon the
visitor. In effect, the places were the Grail is housed are chambers of
initiation. In this talk John will look at several neglected texts, some
previously untranslated, which offer detailed accounts of buildings
constructed to house the Grail, and a possible source for a physical
site which may have influenced the writers and architects who saw the
Grail as a symbol of spiritual gnosis.
BOOKING: https://www.canterbury.ac.uk/eventbooking/book.aspx?event=154404&spektrix_bounce=true

29-31 May THE ART OF NATURAL PRAYER with Caitlín Matthews &
Margot Harrison. Have you felt the urge to pray or hold someone or
something in your heart but didn’t know what to do or how to do it?
Maybe you just prayed anyway? Have you felt the urge to give thanks when
you stood in a beautiful place? If so, you were using natural prayer which
springs up from the source of spiritual belonging. All of us have the power
to draw up vitality from that source. Prayer is the natural heritage of
everyone, including those people of spirit with no fixed or Christian
faith. We will explore prayer through silence, song, walking in nature,
meditation and mediation, working with the regenerative sacred source of
the universe. By taking responsibility for our spiritual practice, we become
fully human by our service to natural prayer, enabling us to be a blessing to
others. Anyone with hospitality of soul, or who is seeking doorways to
awakening or kindling a personal spiritual practice, is welcome. Fees: non res
£222, full board £295. Held at Woodbrooke Quaker Study Centre, 1046
Bristol Rd, Birmingham B29 6LJ Phone: 0121 472 5171

*24-27 Aug 2018
ICONS OF THE HEART:
PAINTING OUR SACRED IMAGES

Caitlín Matthews and Felicity Wombwell
On this course, we welcome people of all spiritual
traditions, so that you can make an icon of one of
your sacred sources. Icon of Arglwyddes Ffunnon ã CM
Icons are sacred windows showing genuine visions of divine beings and holy ancestors, already observed
by the eye of the heart. Mediating the sacred images for ourselves and our community enables essential
myths of many traditions to continually inspire us. We will learn the art of egg tempera to make our own
sacred icon, painting, praying, and mediating the sacred presences that we have first met in our souls.
This course is for people of all spiritual traditions. This is the first time this course has been offered.
PREPARATION BEFORE THE COURSE: No formal art training is required. Please bring a rough sketch
of what you want to paint, bearing in mind the size of the board is 5” x 7” or 13cms x 18cms. Choose a
single figure with uncomplicated background: this will take all your time to paint, since icons are made up
of many layers. Leave space for the name/short title of your subject. Please bring a technical pencil,
rubber, apron to cover your clothing from pigment spillage, and a clean tea-cloth to protect your icon on
the journey home. All other materials are provided, including gesso-board, pigments and brushes.
Caitlín Matthews is the author of Diary of a Soul Doctor, Celtic Book of the Dead and Sophia, Goddess
of the Wisdom. www.hallowquest.org.uk Felicity Wombwell is a creative arts therapist with a private
practice on the south coast. She is the author of The Goddess Changes.
PRICES including materials: Single £455, Shared £395, Non-res £335 Please send your non-returnable
deposit of £90 payable to Hawkwood College, Painswick Old Rd., Stroud, Glos GL6 7QW (01453
759034) Enclose an SAE for map & confirmation.
30 November-2 December 2018
THE HARMONY OF THE HEARTH:
Honouring the Heart of the Home

Hawkwood College, Stroud, Glos
Join us for our 33rd annual Mystery School

Keeping the hearth of the home harmonious is an
essential and ancestral rite, ensuring that souls are
nourished and upheld. This course restores an ancient
skill, maintains stability, despite family fragmentation,
social change or uncertain times. By exploring the
myths of the home, and identifying our household
gods and spirits, we seek the wisdom that reweaves
the home, so that peace and harmony may dwell with
us. With song, story, and ritual. Please join us for the
33rd open mystery school where we make merry
together as we enter the heart of deep winter, and
seek the nourishment for our souls. If you have not
yet joined us for this special, never-to-be repeated
mystery school weekend, then you have a treat in
store, as we herald the coming of deep winter with
good cheer and spiritual community.

Janet Piedilato is a transpersonal psychologist, a
complementary health care consultant, and an
ordained minister. She conducts services and courses at Temenos, her environmental sanctuary, and is
the author of Pieda’s Tales and the Mystical Dreams Tarot. Janet is an extraordinary teacher whose
natural ritual skill leads us surely.

PRICES: Single £330, Shared £290, Non-res £250. Please send your non-returnable deposit of £90
payable to Hawkwood College, Painswick Old Rd., Stroud, Glos GL6 7QW (01453 759034) Enclose
an SAE for map & confirmation.

FORTHCOMING BOOKS & REPRINTS
There are a lot of new books in the pipeline, including a couple of edited works, and some much-loved
books which are being reprinted or made available as Kindle editions.
TEMPLES OF THE GRAIL by John Matthews & Gareth Knight.

This exploration of two forgotten Grail texts introduces some new and at times startling aspects to the
great story of the Quest, including a detailed description of the Temple of the Grail. The book reveals
for the first time the links between the legendary Christian monarch, Prester John and the Temple of the
Grail. The embattled crusading kingdoms of medieval Europe were astounded to learn about the
mysterious Priest King in a letter addressed to the kings and princes of Christendom. As in their previous
collaboration (The Lost Book of the Grail by Caitlin & John Matthews and Gareth Knight, forthcoming)
two of the foremost Grail scholars of our time offer a new English translation of key texts that deal with
the visit to the Grail Temple, and what transpired within. They will also explore the mysteries of the Grail
Temple itself, its relationship to the sacred architecture and symbol in the Middle Ages, and the rediscovery of an actual site which may have been basis of the myth. The lineage of the mystical Swan
Knights, said to be descended from the Grail seekers, is also explored, as is the way that their story
overlaps with history. Much of this book includes newly discovered material, which is bound to cause
excitement amongst Grail scholars and seekers around the world. Due Autumn 2018.

ENCHANTED LENORMAND ORACLE

The

Enchanted

LENORMAND

Oracle

Caitlín Matthews
Illustrated by

Virginia Lee

Learn to read this 200 year old method of the Lenormand oracle
with these beautiful cards by Caitlín & Virginia Lee. Lenormand
cards are a non-esoteric 36 card oracle that give very exact answers
to divinatory questions; once the reader has learned the basic
keyword meanings of each card, card combinations reveal
extraordinarily predictive oracles. This is the first English
Lenormand published with an accompanying book. With 36
standard Lenormand cards + 3 extras, 160pp. book with
meanings, spreads in a stout storage box. Reprinting in April 18.

THE ARTHURIAN POETRY OF CHARLES WILLIAMS
John’s Kindle edition makes available again Charles
Williams’ major Arthurian poetry, including his
unpublished early work, as well as the two major
sequences Taliessin Through Logres (1938) and The
Region of the Summer Stars (1944), which form the
centre of this collection. The volume includes an
Introduction by Grevel Lindop (biographer of Charles
Williams) and an essay on Williams’s Arthurian work by
John. It will be available in eBook format Spring 2018.
Go to Amazon to order your copy.

UNTOLD TAROT: THE LOST ART OF READING ANCIENT TAROTS

Caitlín’s much awaited Untold Tarot explores the practical ways in
which pre-20th century tarots with pip or number cards can be read,
drawing upon the older cartomantic art of blending cards, rather than
reading each from a predetermined list of meanings. Older tarots like
the Tarot de Marseilles are currently enjoying a great renaissance, but
they are like an untold story that everyone has forgotten, because
they require card-reading skills of a different era.
In Untold Tarot, readers will learn to read their untold story
for themselves. It gives older methods of reading with cards from
directional and cartomantic methods used in Italy and France.
This is not just another trumps-led book, but also gives equal weight
to reading the pips. Skills of directional and cartomantic reading are
given, as well as some historic methods from Bolognese Tarot.

Untold Tarot’s text has been edited and the proofs are expected in February, so that everything can be
properly checked before it goes off to Schiffer, who are distributing it in the English-speaking territories.
Caitlín is hoping to have a launch party in Melbourne where she goes to teach in June. Due June 2018
THE ARMORIAL OF KING ARTHUR AND THE KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE
John is continuing to edit the work of our old friend Helmut Nickel, retired curator of Arms and
Armour at the New York Metropolitan Museum, to bring his life time work on the shields and arms of
the Arthurian Knights and kings to print. This will be illustrated by paintings of the shields executed by an
artist from the Royal College of Heralds. The Armorial of King Arthur and the Knights of the Round
Table will be published by Nocturnal Media as part of a series of Arthurian titles, several by John. This
life-long work by Helmut is going to be a gorgeous production. Due 2019.
THE CELTIC BOOK OF DEAD: RESTORING THE SOUL TO LIFE

The Celtic Book of the Dead is coming back, having been completely
rewritten but retaining the original art by Danuta Meyer. First published
in 1992, this 42-card set and book, based upon the 8-9th century Irish
text of the Voyage of Maelduin, which is given here in Caitlín’s
translation. It enables the reader to navigate a way through the shoals of
life, divining how the soul can voyage onwards. It can also be used for
environmental meditation and for guiding the dying. It has been
wonderful to revisit this book after so long. Due Autumn 2018
Isle of Women: Danuta Meyer

LOST BOOK OF THE GRAIL: RESTORING THE COURTS OF JOY

We are delighted to announce that the Lost Book of the Grail has been taken up by Inner Traditions who
will publish it in early 2019. This study of the 13th century text The Elucidation, gives a completely new
view of the Grail. This text has been part of our teaching for many years, but now we have a new
translation by Gareth Knight & Caitlín to better help assess its implications. The text reveals an
alternative causation for the Wasteland which arises from the violation of the Well Maidens and the
spurning of the hospitality of the Faery world, and has environmental implications for our world that we
cannot ignore. This book has been on the road since 2015, and it is a great relief to see it safely
anchored with a publisher. Let no-one think that being accepted by a publisher is a push-over!

Le MORTE d’ARTHUR of Sir Thomas Malory, edited by John Matthews with marginalia by John and
Greg Stafford. Malory’s great book is the first truly English novel and remains the finest retelling of the
epic of King Arthur. Now Malory’s bold and powerful vision can be read in the original and
incomparable 15th century English, with the help of the commentary and marginalia, which help gloss
obscure points in the text. John Matthews’ edition opens up the book for those unfamiliar with medieval
styles of composition, as well as to the thinking of the time, the moral stance of its author, and the
everyday details of medieval life which have subsequently become unfamiliar to us. Greg Stafford’s
marginalia brings further clarification.
THE SPIRIT OF NATURE ORACLE: by John Matthews, with cards by Will Worthington (of The
DruidCraft Tarot) draws upon the wisdom of the trees and ogham lore. Each of the 25 cards represents
one of the ogham trees; Wil’s method of portraying each tree, makes them seem as if they are watching
the diviner. These are certainly real tree spirits looking out of the cards! The accompanying book draws
upon the lore of the trees and the wisdom of the Green Man. This is a reprint of Green Man Tree
Oracle, long out of print. Due Autumn 2018

Celtic Devotional on Kindle soon Aspern from The Spirit of Nature Oracle, The Hare on the Hill, from Oracle of the Fleeting
Art by Wil Kinghan
art by Wil Worthington
Hare. Art by Wil Kinghan

CELTIC DEVOTIONAL by Caitlín Matthews
This much-loved devotional is coming back as a Kindle; it is intended for people of spirit who don’t have
a religious adherence. Based around the four Celtic seasons, it provides the basis of an everyday spiritual
practice including prayers and meditations. The language within Celtic Devotional offers a nondenominational way of approaching the realm of spirit that is lyrical and poetic, as well as sincere and
wholesome. The natural world is seen as an intelligent force of creation and the prayers are addressed to
the Opener of Morning, the Lady of Twilight, the Keeper of Harvest, the Sustainer of Life etc. Beloved
by readers, this book accompanies you throughout the year. Due Summer 2018 as a Kindle-only book
from Amazon.
THE ORACLE OF THE FLEETING HARE
Text by John, cards by Wil Kinghan. Inspired by the teaching of the Faery people, and featuring

stunning images of one of the most mysterious and sacred creatures from our ancient heritage, The
Oracle of the Fleeting Hare is a companion oracle to John and Wil’s Moon Oracle of the Sidhe. The
hare has been recognised in these islands as a magical creature since the time of the Celts, who
acknowledged the goddess Andraste as its guardian. It is recorded that Boudicca, warrior queen of
the Iceni, on the eve of her first great battle with the Romans, released a hare from beneath her
skirts; observing where it ran, she predicted victory. Ever since there have been accounts of
mysterious sightings – often of pure white and sometimes ghostly hares, sitting atop the summit of
faery mounds or running though fields of standing corn as though impelled upon a journey of vital
meaning. 20 full colour cards with an 80-page manual rich with insights from Celtic myth and
methods of working with the Fleeting Hare and the Sidhe. It is a testament to the continuing
collaboration between the Sidhe and humankind. Due Autumn 2018.

NEW AND REPRINT BOOKS
THE SWORD OF ICE AND FIRE (Volume One of the Red Dragon Rising
Sequence) At long last, after more than 40 years in preparation, John has
begun work on a sequence of four novels, marketed for children but
intended for all ages, which tell the story of Arthur’s journey from
childhood to kingship. It will form an introduction to John’s long awaited
epic Broceliande, which tells the full story of Arthur and the Round Table
fellowship. What happened to Arthur in the years when he was being
brought up in ignorance of his true heritage, when Merlin taught him how
to become a king? This is the question author and world-renowned
Arthurian expert John Matthews sets out to answer in this series of novels.
Beginning with Arthur’s early days in the care of the mysterious Nine, to
his meeting with Merlin and their subsequent adventures, Red Dragon
Rising follows the early life of Arthur in which he encounters many of the
people who will become central characters in the Arthurian legends, as
well as the supernatural beings who throng the world of Arthurian Britain.
Available as book and Kindle, April 2018.

Please NOTE that part of The Sword of Ice and Fire appeared previously as a graphic novel: John
wants to make it clear that the novel is a very different beast. If you want the graphic novel, it is on
the booklist under Arthurian Book as ‘Chronicles of King Arthur.’
THE MOON ORACLE OF THE SIDHE
by John Matthews, art by Wil Kinghan.
Each of the 30 cards bear one of the glyphs to be found incised
on stone all over the ancient Celtic world. Accompanied by
inspirational messages, following those found in John’s The Sidhe,
these act as a means of contacting the Otherworldly wisdom. The
glyphs form a kind of symbolic language, dating from prehistory.
Under the guidance of the Sidhe, this language acts as a vital tool
for communication between the worlds and a means of seeking
support on the journey of life. Note: ‘Sidhe’ is the older way of
writing the modern Irish word ‘Sí’, pronounced Shee: the people
of peace. We hope that this beautiful artwork opens up the
depths of your vision. Only available in UK with book and draw-

string bag from us, or in US, Order from Lorian Press
https://lorian.org/bookstore/the-moon-oracle-of-the-sidhe/

ARTHURIAN MAGIC: A Practical Guide to the Wisdom of
Camelot By John Matthews, Caitlin Matthews, Virginia Chandler
Foreword by Gareth Knight 508pp.

This mammoth book offers a system of Arthurian magical practice,
with additional material from our colleague Virginia Chandler.
This book is made up of the work we have done over many years,
including many of the Arthurian rituals from Hawkwood College,
where we give our annual mystery school every December. It takes
the reader through the seasons, discovering the depths of
connection with the Matter of Britain. Because of its weight, we are
only posting it to UK addresses. We advize you to buy it locally!

SEASONAL SHRINE
ARTHURIAN DREAMING by John Matthews

More years ago than I care to remember, I read T.H. White’s wonderful quartet of novels published
under the collective title of The Once and Future King. I fell in love at once with the subject of the
books – the saga of Arthur, that wonderful ragbag of myth, history, and folklore. By the time I finished
White’s book I knew that this was a subject I wanted to write about, and I went in search of every book I
could find. What I didn’t realise at the time was that they were actually thousands of books on the
subject. It just happened that my local library had a specialist collection of folklore, and that there was
almost a whole bay devoted to the Arthurian legends. So, I started reading. I knew right away that what I
really wanted to write was a novel, but as things fell out, the first book I published was about the history
of the Grail legends. After that, one thing led to another, and I fell into a pattern of work that resulted,
over the next 40 years, with more than a hundred books, many of them about the Arthurian and Grail
legends, as well as folk lore, the history of pirates, shamanism, and Celtic myth.
But I never forgot my desire to write a novel about Arthur and over the years I kept making notes and
writing scraps and occasional chapters that I knew would one day form part of what was going to be very
large book. But somehow, as is often the way in the writer’s life, I never seemed to have the time to
settle down to writing that particular book. Then, a few years ago, I began to make notes for a smaller
book, about Arthur’s childhood. I remember wondering what it would be like to be educated by Merlin,
to not know who your parents were and what your future might hold. So I started writing, quickly
realizing that this was not one book, but four - each one devoted to the young Arthur’s search four
sacred objects, known as the Hallows, which contain the essence of the land over which he would one
day rule.
I began with Avalon, in the mysterious castle where Arthur spent his first years, watched over by the
Nine, otherworldly women who are guardians of the world byond. As Arthur grows up and begins to
explore the place where he lives, he learns that he is an orphan, and from the lips of the great wizard
Merlin that he is the son of a King. From here on his world expands. He meets the mysterious knight Sir
Bercilak, who teaches him how to fight and of course the Wizard Merlin, who teaches him about magic.
Other encounters include a strange creature known as the Questing Beast, some extraordinary beings,
half-man half-creature, known as the Eldest. And at the centre of this world is an ageless boy named
Mabon, a golden youth who might just possibly be a god.
From here on Arthur’s adventures include an encounter with a terrifying adversary with an army of
fearsome monsters. And now at last he begins to learn something about his future, and about the
momentous tasks that lie before him to gather the four sacred Hallows before his enemies can do so.
The sequence as a whole is called Red Dragon Rising, and the first volume is The Sword of Ice and Fire.
The Red Dragon is the ancient power of the land over which Arthur will one day rule. His journey will be
long, and fraught with terror, sorrow, and love. He has much to learn, and much to experience as she
grows towards the time when he will become the Once and Future King.

Given my busy schedule this took longer than I expected it to, but it was completed in 2017, and will
finally see the light of day from Greystones Press in April of this year. Even after nearly 40 years and
over 100 books, I still felt a thrill when I received the first copies of the book. Even though it’s not the
big novel, it is a gateway into the world that I have lived in for more than half my life. I’m now working
on the second of the four volumes, after which, at long last, I hope to start pulling together all the
threads and fragments of the big book, set in the great mysterious forest of Broceliande, in Brittany,
where according to local folklore Merlin and the Lady of the Lake still dwell.

The Sword of Ice and Fire is published by The Greystones Press on the 14th April 2018, in paperback and
priced at £8.99. A Kindle version can be preordered from the 15th January, with an ePub edition to come.
See www.hallowquest.org.uk for more details about the novel sequence. Volume 2 of the sequence, The
Cauldron of Light and Dark, will follow in 2019, with The Spear of Earth and Air, and The Chessboard of
the Land to come in due course.
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